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Excellence is not a skill, it’s an attitude.
It gives me an immense pleasure to pen down my thoughts for our inaugural edition of college
Newsletter “Times of TPC”. Thapar Polytechnic College is a constructive platform where, our
brilliant diploma engineers turn their dreams into realities. There are 3 types of students:
1. Some make wonders HAPPEN
2. Some watch wonders HAPPEN
3. Some wonders, what HAPPEN?
I am a proud witness to all the potentially bright students of the former category, who have exhibited their
talents in the whole gamut of activities ranging from academics to sports. Since January 2018, we have
observed numerous events like Job Fair, Science Fair, PTIS - District/ State level sports tournaments and
championships for hockey, football, cricket, badminton, table tennis, etc., Paper Presentations in Tech Fest,
Youth Festival, and Project Exhibition in Pushpa Gujral Science City, Battle of Skills, Industrial Visits and
Expert Lectures. PMKVY technical courses also motivate and add value to students’ career. We feel
esteemed to be part of the Job Fair conducted by Punjab State Government, in which we made a
magnanimous record of 245 selection.

You can’t build any kind of organization, if you are not going to surround yourself with people who
have experience and skill base beyond your own. I am extremely honored to have an exclusive team
who churns out the skills of our young future and empowers them for their all-round development.
It is proud moment for me and my team to see thousands of students pursuing technical education
for their successful careers. Pedagogy today has widened its horizon including acquisition of
knowledge and skills, attitude and character building, improving employability of our upcoming
generation.
In a world that is constantly changing, there is no one subject or set of subjects that will serve you
for the foreseeable future, let alone for the rest of your life. The most important skill to acquire now
is learning how to learn.
I congratulate our astute management, able college administration, savvy teaching and non-teaching
staff, creative editorial board and our diligent students for bringing out such an admirable piece of
intellect, sharpening their latent writing skills which emerged as a part of their overall personality
development. Let us take the Thapar heritage forward which promotes holistic education paving the
way of growth in every sphere. Wishing you a journey full of more successful accomplishments...
May you scale newer heights....All the Very Best...

Dr.Ankush Kansal
Principal

Mr Vipin Kumar Gupta
(HOD Civil Engg.)
I am happy to bring out this message for the first edition of our college magazine “TIMES OF
TPC”. This magazine will provide a platform for students and staff to share information, spread the
latest technical knowledge and cultivate right ways that will equip all of us to stay competent in our
respective fields of study. I congratulate all the students and staff coordinators who have made
untiring efforts to bring out this magazine. I wish success to all.

Dr. Ritu Jindal
(HOD, Applied Sciences)
It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate TPC for launching the first issue of the college
newsletter “ Times of TPC 2018”. It is a welcome step in the direction of making concious efforts to
showcase various facets of our technical institute that have been insturmental in creating a unique
identity of its own. I acknlowledge the efforts of erudite experts towards the fullfillment of this task.
I once again congratulate TPC for undertaking such an activity with a futuristic and holistic view.
I wish goodluck and success to all.

Dr. Anurag Joshi
(HOD Electrical Engg.)
I am gratified to know that TPC is launching its own newsletter focusing on the activities of our
students.This idea will certainly help the students to express their innovative ideas in literary
form.Also it is a nice platform for faculty to contribute their articles too. I wish best of series of
newsletter to evaluate the standards of the institution.

Ar. Sangeeta Goyal
(HOD Arch. Asst.)
I am delighted to learn that Thapar Polytechnic College is going to start NEWS LETTER. It is a
matter of pride for all of us. Our institute used to be one of the premier institutes of Punjab and is
still holding the same position. Our main purpose is to educate the youth so that they may take their
productive place as leaders in the global community. We the faculty of TPC, are a caring
community where students’ needs are priority. Educational values are respected and encouraged to
co-exist. TPC offers various programs aiming to provide a challenging academic environment,
emphasizing learning as well as social and personal growth.

Ms Anupam Garg
(I/C Computer Sci. ECE, IT)
Welcome to this first volume of e-newsletter “Times of TPC".The Academic Institutions are the
knowledge centers and therefore, it becomes compulsory that whatever is being performed by the
Institution must be shared amongst the stakeholders of the society, and I believe that newsletter is a
means through which academic activities and achievements may be periodically shared. I sincerely
appreciate the efforts of Newsletter committee to bring the Newsletter in the present form.

Mr Punjab Rai
(I/C Mechanical Engg.)
The college Newsletter proudly presents its unique creation. This would definitely create an impact
in the minds of readers, by way of providing larger visibility and dimension to the department. I
hope that this culture of releasing Newsletter continue forever and become a quoted example for all
others to follow. Look forward to many more enriching issues of the newsletter in the future.

Thapar Polytechnic Collage, Patiala was awarded with “Outstanding Institution Award”, for its best
performance in North India including J&K , HP, Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi, UP,
Uttarakhand and Rajasthan for the Academic Year 2017-2018.
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Independence Day is both an occasion to celebrate and remember those who fought to give us this
freedom. We bow our heads in gratitude and salute to the national fag and also to soldiers.

A Workshop on SWOT Analysis was conducted by NITTTR Chandigarh in Thapar Polytechnic
Patiala from 23/07/2018 to 27/07/2018.

Giving blood is a uniquely powerful act. As the theme of this year’s
World Blood Donor Day ‘Be there for someone else.
Give blood, Share life emphasizes, that giving blood is a simple way to save a life, at the same
time as demonstrating the solidarity, altruism, empathy and kindness that most of us strive to
practice each and every day. Implementing the same,

Blood Donation Camp on 8th August 2018 at Thapar Polytechnic College Patiala

Industrial Visit of Electrical Dept. at Guru Hargobind thermal Plant Lehra Mohabbat Distt.
Bathinda on 15 August, 2018

A Survey Camp was conducted by Civil Department at Dalhousie from 29-sept-18 to 06-oct-18

New materials and energy, design approaches as well as advances in digital technology and big
data, are creating a wave of innovation within the construction industry. Here are five of the most
exciting developments
SELF-HEALING CONCRETE
Cement is one of the most widely used materials in construction, but also one of the largest, said to
be responsible for around 7 per cent of annual global emissions. Cracking is a major problem in
construction, usually caused by exposure to water and
chemicals.
Researchers
at
Bath
University are looking to develop a self-healing concrete, using a mix containing bacteria within
microcapsules, which will germinate when water enters a crack in the concrete to produce
limestone, plugging the crack before water and oxygen has a chance to corrode the steel
reinforcement.
Chirag Gupta
5 semester, Civil
th

Italian start up Underground Power is exploring the potential of kinetic energy in roadways. It has
developed a technology called Lybra, a tyre-like rubber paving that converts the kinetic energy
produced by moving vehicles into electrical energy. Developed in co-operation with the Polytechnic
University of Milan, Lybra operates on the principle that a braking car dissipates kinetic energy.
This is able to collect, convert this energy into electricity and pass it on to the electricity grid. In
addition to improving road safety, the device upgrades and promotes sustainability of road traffic.

The Momo game refers to an online challenge that had apparently started on Facebook, for which
an avatar of a grotesque woman is being used. However, now it is spreading via WhatsApp. The
grotesque woman that is being used for the challenge is an artwork by Japanese artist Midori
Hayashi, who has no association to the game in any way. The artwork is known as Mother Bird and
is also linked with Link Factory.
The image is horrifying and bizarre. It portrays a girl's face, which appears to be distorted. The eyes
are popping out and bulging, appearing like two momos, only with eyeballs. The mouth is curved to
the extent of being anomalous. The body appears much smaller than the face.
The horrific photo is being used to make teenagers take their lives, just like the blue whale
challenge. Children are sent a set of instructions and if they fail to follow those, they are threatened
with violent images. How- ever, cybercrime experts are calling it nothing but a hoax to steal
information.
Warning:As parents, be open to your teens and monitor their online activity. Most importantly, have an open
communication with your children, keep them informed and tell them to talk to you if anything
doesn't feel right. As teens, one must be honest and open to their parents. Such threats only feed on
teen's aloofness. You must communicate if anything unsettling reaches you on social media with
your parents, friends or anyone you can confide in.
By: - Jahanavi Sharma (CSE )

By:Harinderjit Singh A.WS.

Japanese: - If he can do I can also do, If no one can Then Do I must do.
Indian: - If he can do then let him do, If no one can Do then why the hell I would do,
am not James bond.
1-liners

Advice:-Girls who don’t have enough memory in their phone, For one day take selfies without makeup &
filters
Advice: - If a woman said correct me if I am wrong, don’t do it, it’s a trap.
By: - Sash
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For any Queries, Entries and Suggestions Email us on - tpcnewsletter18@gmail.com
Find us on Facebook TPCNEWSLETTER

